THE STORY OF HOLM

Design by Anton Fogh Holm & Kim Aa. Holm

ANTON FOGH HOLM (1922-2005) was an architect with the
desire for inventions for new designs. He filled the family
members’ homes with own produce of tables, chairs,
watercolour paintings, coat racks, ex libris and... LAMPS!
This HOLM lamp was his favourite and in the beginning it
was made of very thin, almost transparent pinewood veneer.
Then he decided to make it from cardboard of different
colours, among those gold!
His grandchild KIM HOLM decided that HOLM LAMP
should bring light to thousands of homes in the honour of
his grandfarher. He allowed himself to change the design
slightly, introducing new materials and versions with
beautiful artwork on the surfaces, and the the lamp does
not have to be glued together, but it is still Anton’s lamp.
KIM AA. HOLM, grandchild and designer

DESIGNERSHIP aims to evoke unique strong design & crafts
on a global scale. Established Danish and international
designers and craftsmen joined by new talents have boarded
the DESIGNERSHIP.
www.designership.com

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
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Congratulations with your new lamp. The HOLM lamp is easy
to assemble, although you should still be careful when doing so.
Suspension: Suspend the lamp without the light bulb inserted.
Insert the light bulb when the lamp has been suspended securely.
Cleaning: Can be cleaned with a dry cloth. Don’t wash.
Security: Keep the lamp away from candles.
Light bulb max 60 Watts.
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A) LAMP PARTS

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

•

2 x 8 pieces for the lamp

•

2 suspension parts

Assemble the lamp on a plane
surface.

B) OTHER NECESSARY PARTS
– are not included
•

Standard lamp socket

•

Light bulb. Recommended
LED 2700 - 3000 Kelvin

•

Nipple (to relieve the
tension on the cord)

•

Wire, max diameter 8 mm

Adjust the lamp after it has
been suspended.
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ABOUT THE PORTRAYED WOMEN

1.) ELLEN JOHNSON SIRLEAF (Born 1938)

5.) MATHILDE FIBIGER (born 1830 - 1872)

Liberian president. Africa’s first elected female head of state
in Africa, re-elected in 2011, one of the founders and the
political leader of National Patriotic Front of Liberia.
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was co-awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
in recognition of the non-violent struggle for the safety of
women and for women’s rights to full participation in
peace-building work.

Danish author whose debut novel revealed revolutionary
thoughts regarding women’s liberation and limited
possibilities for education, development and independence.
She is recognized as the first influential Danish woman to
initiate the work for women’s liberation and equal rights,
which also became her life purpose.

2.) JOSEPHINE BAKER (Born 1906 – 1975)

Danish author also known by her pen name Isak Dinesen and
wrote works in Danish, French, and English. Karen Blixen is
best known for Out of Africa, her account of living in Kenya,
and one of her stories, Babette’s Feast, both of which have
been adapted into highly acclaimed, Academy Award-winning
motion pictures. She was widely respected by contemporary
authors and was awarded the Danish Ingenio et Arti medal in
1950.

Besides being a world-famous African American singer,
entertainer and movie star, Josephine Baker is also noted for
her contributions to the Civil Rights Movement in the United
States. She was the first American woman to receive the
French military honor, The Croix de guerre and the Rosette
de la Resistance, for assisting the French Resistance during
World War II. Josephine Baker adopted and raised 12 children
of different nationalities.
3.) TAWAKEL KARMAN, YEMEN (Born 1979)
The international public face of the 2011 Yemeni uprising.
Tawakel Karman is a journalist, politician, advocate for press
freedom, human rights activist, co-founder and head of the
group Women Journalists Without Chains. She co-received
the Nobel Peace Prize in 2011 being the youngest Nobel Prize
laureate ever.
4.) AUNG SAN SUU KYI (born 1945)
Burmese opposition politician and chairperson of the National
League for Democracy (NLD) in Burma. Aung San Suu Kyi was
detained under house arrest in Burma for almost 15 years
between 20 July 1989 until her release on 13 November 2010.
On 1 April 2012 she was elected to the Pyithu Hluttaw, the
lower house of the Burmese parliament. She has been awarded a number of prizes including the Nobel Peace Prize during
and after her imprisonment.
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6.) KAREN BLIXEN (Born 1885 – 1962)

7.) SIMONE DE BEVOIR (Born 1908 -1986)
French writer, intellectual, existentialist philosopher, political
activist, feminist and social theorist. Simone de Beauvoir had
a significant influence on both feminist existentialism and
feminist theory and wrote on philosophy, politics, and social
issues as well as a detailed analysis of women’s oppression
and contemporary feminism.
8.) SHIRIN EBADI (Born 1947)
Iranian lawyer, former judge, human rights activist and
founder of Defenders of Human Rights Center in Iran.
Shirin Ebadi was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2003,
for her significant and pioneering efforts for democracy and
human rights and is listed as one of the “100 most powerful
women in the world” and as one of the “100 most influential
women of all time.”

This signed Limited Edition of the HOLM lamp is made
exclusively to support UNWOMEN to end violence against
women by celebrating some of the most inspirational and
influential women in modern history having made a positive
difference in the world for human, civil and women’s rights.
All proceeds from the sale will be donated directly to benefit
this initiative.
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LAMP ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE

ABOUT THE ARTWORK
The faces of the women are
depicted with lines that follow
their natural facial lines.
This way we turn geometry into
an organic looking face and
accentuate the facial characters
which give the facial
illustrations a very strong look.
The sharp angles of the lamp
add a dynamic edge to the
illustrations and together they
create a pattern which is
graphical, raw and threedimensional.
Mesterwerk Designstudio

